CLASSIC PLUS COLLECTION

LIGHT and DARK NUANCES within the pattern of the wood grain create a natural look on these beautiful OAK look floors. The planks' contours are emphasized by AUTHENTIC and NATURAL AUTHENTIC SURFACE TEXTURES with FINE SEAMS around the planks' edges.
UNIQUE PLANKS • CLASSIC PLUS

Havanna Oak Natural Saw Cut Planks UM1657
Midnight Oak Dark Planks UM1488
Moonlight Oak Natural Planks UM1659
Old Oak Natural Planks UM1381
Old Oak Dark Planks UM1383
Reclaimed White Patina Oak Planks UM1653
Havanna Oak Natural Planks UM1655
Old Oak Light Grey Planks UM1405

Plank Size
A. Length – 47-1/4”
B. Width – 7-1/2”
C. Thickness – 5/16” (8 mm)
AC4 wear-layer rating

Garantie à vie résidentielle limitée • Garantía de por vida residencial limitada
LIMITED RESIDENTIAL LIFETIME WARRANTY

For detailed product specifications, please contact Technical Services at 888-387-9882, option 1.

Actual colours and nuances of the flooring may vary from that represented here and are not identical to the real product due to printing limitations.
DOMINION COLLECTION

SCRAPEbD TEXTURES that accentuate the UNIQUE WOODGRAIN and REALISTIC EDGE VISUALS combine to provide the beauty of a TIME-WORN, HANDCRAFTED floor. These PREMIUM 12 MM thick planks represent our most authentic scraped wood looks.
NEW! Sesame Maple Planks UX3135 • HIGH SHADE VARIATION

NEW! Nickel Oak Planks UX3125 • HIGH SHADE VARIATION

NEW! Smoked Maple Chocolate Planks UX3137

Plank Size
A. Length – 54 11/32”
B. Width – 6 1/8”
C. Thickness – nominal 1/2”;
   Actual 15/32” (12 mm)

AC3* wear-layer rating

Garantie à vie résidentielle limitée
Garantía de por vida residencial limitada

LIMITED RESIDENTIAL LIFETIME WARRANTY

*Dominion’s textured surfaces are not designed for the standard industry Taber test for wear and may test at an AC3 rating due to the surface’s texture. However all Dominion designs are made with high quality materials and are appropriate for heavy residential and light commercial applications.

For detailed product specifications, please contact Technical Services at 888-387-9882, option 1.

Actual colours and nuances of the flooring may vary from that represented here and are not identical to the real product due to printing limitations.

©2015 Quick•Step® All rights reserved.
MODELLO COLLECTION

EXOTIC AND TRADITIONAL DESIGNS, feature NATURAL AUTHENTIC SURFACE TEXTURES that mirror the woodgrain pattern of natural wood. EXTRA-LONG SINGLE PLANKS more closely resemble a realistic wood visual.
MODELLO, SMOKY RUSTIC OAK PLANKS UE1388

Butterscotch Oak Planks UE1259

Barnwood Oak Planks UE1158

Smoky Rustic Oak Planks UE1388

Mink Oak Planks UE1576

Truffle Oak Planks UE1389

Plank Size
A. Length – 54-11/32”
B. Width – 6-1/8”
C. Thickness – 5/16” (8 mm)

AC4 wear-layer rating

Garantie à vie résidentielle limitée

LIMITED RESIDENTIAL LIFETIME WARRANTY

For detailed product specifications, please contact Technical Services at 888-387-9882, option 1.

Actual colours and nuances of the flooring may vary from that represented here and are not identical to the real product due to printing limitations.

For more warranty information go to us.quick-step.com.

©2015 Quick•Step® All rights reserved.
Featuring the LONGEST and WIDEST selection of Quick•Step® laminate planks, the mix of light and dark offered in this collection create depth and an EXTRA SENSE OF SPACE.
LARGO™, WHITE VINTAGE OAK PLANKS LPU1285

Long Island Oak Light Planks LPU1660

White Varnished Oak Planks LPU1283

Light Rustic Oak Planks LPU1396

Dominicano Oak Natural Planks LPU1622

Cambridge Oak Natural Planks LPU1662

White Vintage Oak Planks LPU1285

Cambridge Oak Dark Planks LPU1664

Dominicano Oak Grey Planks LPU1663

Dark Vintage Oak Planks LPU1287

Plank Size
A. Length – 80-11/16”
B. Width – 8-1/16”
C. Thickness – 3/8” (9.5 mm)
AC4 wear-layer rating

Garantie à vie résidentielle • Garantía de por vida residencial limitada

LIMITED RESIDENTIAL LIFETIME WARRANTY

For detailed product specifications, please contact Technical Services at 888-387-9882, option 1.

Actual colours and nuances of the flooring may vary from that represented here and are not identical to the real product due to printing limitations.
RECLAIMÉ™ COLLECTION

Reclaimé™ features the visual CHARM of a TIME-WORN RECLAIMED hardwood floor. The expansive width and length of each plank deliver unmatched REALISM on premium 12 MM THICK planks.
Plank Size
A. Length – 54-11/32”
B. Width – 7-1/2”
C. Thickness – nominal 1/2”; Actual 15/32” (12 mm)

AC4** wear-layer rating

*UF1548, UF1577, UF1578 and UF3134 feature surface textures not designed for the standard industry Taber test for wear and may test at an AC3 rating due to the surface’s texture. However, all Reclaimé™ designs are made with high quality materials and are appropriate for heavy residential and light commercial applications.

For detailed product specifications, please contact Technical Services at 888-387-9882, option 1.

Actual colours and nuances of the flooring may vary from that represented here and are not identical to the real product due to printing limitations.
VERESQUE® COLLECTION

This collection features our exclusive GENUEDGE™ TECHNOLOGY, delivering the industry's MOST REALISTIC EDGE VISUAL. The surface design and color “roll over” the edge for a truly AUTHENTIC PLANK LOOK. Applewood, Oak, Maple, Cherry and Walnut plank designs feature a SMOOTH FURNITURE FINISH.
NEW! Stonewash Oak Planks U3128 • HIGH SHADE VARIATION

NEW! Cider Applewood Planks U7214 • HIGH SHADE VARIATION

NEW! Moonlight Maple Planks U3129

Plank Size
A. Length – 47-1/4”
B. Width – 4-7/8”
C. Thickness – 5/16” (8 mm)

AC3* wear-layer rating

Garantie à vie résidentielle limitée

• Garantía de por vida residencial limitada

LIMITED RESIDENTIAL LIFETIME WARRANTY

*Veresque®’s textured surfaces are not designed for the standard industry Taber test for wear and may test at an AC3 rating due to the surface’s texture. However all Veresque® designs are made with high quality materials and are appropriate for heavy residential and light commercial applications.

For detailed product specifications, please contact Technical Services at 888-387-9882, option 1.

Actual colours and nuances of the flooring may vary from that represented here and are not identical to the real product due to printing limitations.

©2015 Quick•Step® All rights reserved.
ENVIQUE™ COLLECTION

Beauty is in the details. Our Envique™ Collection features LUXURIOUS planks crafted with the ultimate attention to detail. Choose from striking looks ranging from seared pine to modern concrete to vintage hardwood — all featuring UNIQUE textures and details. And with our GenuEdge™ technology — that allows the surface color design to “roll over” the edge for a truly AUTHENTIC LOOK — and DEEPLY EMBOSSED TEXTURES, these floors are something our competition can’t touch. But, you’ll definitely want to.
NEW! Summer Pine Planks IMUS1860

NEW! Urban Concrete Oak Planks IMUS1861

NEW! Lineage Oak Planks IMUS1853

NEW! Château Oak Planks IMUS1850

NEW! Maison Oak Planks IMUS1849

NEW! Tuxedo Pine Planks IMUS1862

NEW! Maison Oak Planks IMUS1849

Plank Size
A. Length – 54-11/32”
B. Width – 7-1/2”
C. Thickness – nominal 1/2”; Actual 15/32” (12 mm)

AC4* wear-layer rating

*Summer Pine and Urban Concrete Oak planks’ deeply textured surfaces are not designed for the standard industry Taber test for wear and may test at an AC3 rating due to the surfaces’ texture. However, all EnviQue™ designs are made with high quality materials and are appropriate for heavy residential and light commercial applications.

For detailed product specifications, please contact Technical Services at 888-387-9882, option 1.

Actual colours and nuances of the flooring may vary from that represented here and are not identical to the real product due to printing limitations.
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